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The 20th Century History in 15 minutes
The American Adventure opened in 1987 near Ilkeston in Derbyshire and took over from the ill fated Britannia Park which ... so here's some photos from the glory days of the attraction.

Glory days of the American Adventure revisited as the diggers move in at abandoned theme park site
Sir Steven Runciman's three volume A History of the Crusades ... The English Historical Review 'One of the grand historical monuments of the twentieth century ... Written with imagination and based on ...

A History of the Crusades
A new book on Indian history is significant at this time because history continues to be a touchy topic in India, and now more so when the idea of a Hindu rashtra has acquired greater currency.

Through 100 objects, Vidya Dehejia's new book makes a case for multiplicity of voices to thrive in India
But in 1876, Cree Chief Mistawasis lamented to his people the loss of the ‘ancient glory of our forefathers,’ when the ... 189-224) In the first four decades of the twentieth century, tuberculosis ...

Medicine that Walks: Disease, Medicine, and Canadian Plains Native People, 1880–1940
"The government believes that it is always legitimate to examine and debate Britain’s history ... not to hold back.” Rule Britannia and Land of Hope and Glory are highlights of the Last ...

How Oliver Dowden became secretary of state for the culture wars
It is easy to assume that German defeat was inevitable at the hands of an Allied coalition richer in manpower, weapons and money.

Two Front Failure: How Germany Could Have Won World War I
The BBC said an orchestral-only version of “Rule Britannia!” and “Land of Hope and Glory” would be performed ... cringing embarrassment about our history, about our traditions and about ...

“Rule Britannia!!” controversy in this year's BBC's Promenade concerts
Bertolt Brecht, from “A Worker Reads History” Bertolt Brecht’s most ... and sustained Native American uprising in the twentieth century.” Maybe. What about the occupation of Alcatraz ...

Who Made the Sixties? The People or the Celebs?
A SAILING club is appealing for help to restore a historic figurehead to its former glory. Sussex Yacht Club ... thought to be from a boat called The Britannia, which was built in Shoreham ...

Yacht Club appeal for help restore historic figure
Czech Conductor Rafael Kubelik
Jazz Italian Style explores a complex era in music history, when politics and popular culture collided ... wide-ranging, full of intriguing information, and refreshingly straightforward ... the glory of ...

From its Origins in New Orleans to Fascist Italy and Sinatra
When it comes to alternative history, the Second World War is king. Dozens of books and wargames suggest how history would have changed if Hitler had invaded Britain or not invaded Russia. Want to ...

Alternate History: How Germany Might Have Won World War I
The Hermione was the jewel of the navy from a glorious moment in French maritime history—which hasn ... Rêver la gloire (Dreaming of Glory) in 2013—at her grand apartment near Parc ...

The Marquis de Lafayette Sails Again
Flesh and glory—their relationship determines the ... Flesh reappears in European philosophy in the mid-twentieth century. It carries with it sediments of a long history of Christian interpretations.

Poetics of the Flesh
The suspension of the production of a TV series on the history of Egyptian Pharaoh ... from the time of the Pharaohs to the twentieth century summoned to judgment in the Court of Osiris, where ...

Book Review: Egyptian history revisited
No player in Barcelona's history has won more titles than Messi ... Argentina and Brazil dates back to the beginning of the twentieth century as both World Cup qualifiers and Copa America games ...

In how many finals have Argentina and Brazil faced each other?
Following the PM's appeal, most security agencies have taken steps to train and enlist Indian breeds of repute like Mudhol Hounds, Rajapalayam and Rampur Hounds.

Set to be Unleashed: Indian Dog Breeds Give Teeth to PM Modi's Atmanirbhar Bharat Mission
That’s history now, let’s move on ... and Oisin Murphy teamed up as Perotto (18/1) gamely landed the Britannia Stakes from Irish raider Liffey River. Once again the main action developed ...